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N
AL

DEAR SANTA
$140

*all gift boxes available with a non-alcholic beverage option
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SEASO
N
AL

HELEN’S WINES X
COOKBOOK

MULLED WINE KIT
$68



SEASO
N
AL

SOMETHING
SPARKLING

$75



SEASO
N
AL

HELEN’S WINE
CHILLER GIFT BOX

$170



SEASO
N
AL

GINGERBREAD
PEOPLE KIT $50 +

ITALIAN 
COOKIE TIN $60



www.helenswines.com

Pick a great bottle(s) of red, white, rose or sparkling and add on a 
selection of items to create the perfect gift.
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CHAMPS FOR MY REAL FRIENDS

CHILLED RED & CHOCOLATE BAR



TWO BOTTLES OF SKIN CONTACT

TWO BOTTLES OF NATURAL



OLD WORLD & CLASSIC VIBES

LUCIOUS REDS





Expand your wine knowledge with Helen's monthly selections of limited, 
seasonal wines, shipped right to doorstep. We ship nationwide!

two small production introductory bottles of wine.
always delicious & easy to drink. low stakes, high rewards! 

STEP INTO THE REALM 2 bottles         4 bottles

$55 $110

two dope wines delivered to your door. enough said. exceptional 
producers, rare finds, dreamy drinks & all made with integrity!t 

2 DOPE WINES
$75 $150

allocated gems from renowned producers and elevated terroir.
MAD SERIOUS. for the discerning connoisseur who wants to impress. 

THE S&P CLUB
$150 $300

gift wrapped & shipped to their door



have a specific vision in mind? customize it
Maybe you just want wine and snacks, or a hybrid of a current gift box. 

we can work with you to create your dream gift!

the sky is the limit!
We can source and pack specifically requested items and customize 

packaging to fit your needs! We’re a small but mighty team and can fulfill 
thousands of orders for your employees or clients - We just ask for a 4 

week lead time on orders over 250 gift boxes.

Please note, gift boxes are subject to change due to wine availability. 

We also gift wrap single bottles ~ 
simply pick the style and price 
point of the wine! Sometimes 

the best gift is a 
dope bottle of wine.

for more information
Please email us to discuss all of 

your options at
orders@helenswines.com

$130



Please reach out to orders@helenswines.com with any questions!




